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TEAR Australia
We’re focused in places of great need, partnering with local Christian agencies to 
end poverty, challenge inequality and build sustainable communities. Together, we 
act with courage, tackling injustice in order that all may experience fullness of life.

Our vision is for a just and compassionate world, where all people have the 
opportunity to experience fullness of life. For many years now, TEAR has been at 
the forefront of calling for change to the systems and policies that degrade the 
earth and entrap people in cycles of extreme poverty and inequality. Our passion 
for good development has always been coupled with a desire to inspire Christians 
in Australia to embrace a biblically shaped response to poverty and injustice.
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The problem
Over the past twenty-five years, the world has witnessed a profound and 
unprecedented economic reshuffle, providing millions of women and men around 
the globe with the opportunity to make the great escape from poverty. Despite this, 
a billion people remain trapped at the bottom.

And yet, we face a paradox. In our current model, the more the global community 
succeed in economic development, the more we all fail on environmental 
sustainability and equality measures. The earth’s life support systems are now 
being stretched to breaking point and there is an ever-increasing gap emerging 
between individuals at the very bottom of the economic “ladder” and those at the 
very top. Oxfam’s recent report explained it this way: Eight men own the same 
wealth as the 3.6 billion people who make up the poorest half of humanity. That 
puts the gap at around 450 million times.1 No one works that hard. 

IN OUR CURRENT 
MODEL, the more the 
global community 
succeed in economic 
development, the 
more we all fail 
on environmental 
sustainability and 
equality measures

1 https://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases/2017-01-16/just-8-men-own-same-wealth-half-world

The solution
If we are to tackle the defining challenges of our time – extreme poverty, 
environmental degradation and widening inequality – we need a new path. We 
need a just and sustainable economy, built upon the biblical foundations of Jubilee 
and Sabbath, where people and communities flourish physically and spiritually. 
This new “restorative” economy allows all people to thrive, whilst at the same time 
operating within our planet’s natural limits.

A restorative economy depends on restorative living – with the whole of society 
engaged in repairing creation, taking opportunities to be producers and creators 
not just consumers, and building resilient communities that are creative and fun to 
be part of, restoring the bonds of fellowship and friendship.

Some of the changes will involve sacrifice but also, paradoxically, offer us the 
chance to live more fully, in the same way that our call to be “living sacrifices” 
brings opportunity for transformation (Romans 12:1). To live like this, we need to 
choose not to conform to the lifestyle patterns around us and to raise our voices 
in witness to the injustices that we see all around us – those breaches of right 
relationship with God, each other and creation. If we can rise to the challenge,  
then the force of our actions and words will have real prophetic power.

8 people 3,600,000,000 people
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The need for a movement
What would it take to see this bold and ambitious vision come to pass? If we look 
at the most significant political and social transformations of our time – the abolition 
of the slave trade, the campaign for civil rights, and the cancellation of debt for 
the world’s poorest countries – and consider how they came about, we start to 
understand the key to unlocking entrenched and unjust systems. The answer 
in each of these cases was a movement of ordinary people, led from within the 
church, thinking differently, defying and shifting cultural norms as well as calling on 
the powerful to change. 

Our own experience tells us that when we work together as God’s church we are 
an unstoppable force for a more just and equitable world. In Australia, TEAR led 
the way in coordinating Jubilee 2000, campaigning for debt relief for those nations 
caught up in cycles of unpayable debt. In response to the Millennium Development 
Goals (MDGs), TEAR and others created Micah Challenge and Make Poverty 
History, calling on the Australian Government to do its “fair share” by increasing  
our aid budget.

Armed with this wealth of experience and fuelled by the Holy Spirit we seek 
to build a coordinated movement of Christian change agents, equipped and 
resourced to address these defining challenges of our time.  
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The case for values-based communication
If we are to be effective agents of change, we need to know how to communicate 
about the issues in a way that connects with people’s hearts and minds and brings 
them along with us.

TEAR ’s values inform and shape all that we do and so when it comes to 
communicating about our work and the causes we champion, our values are front 
and centre. As studies by Schwartz2 and others, detailed in the highly influential 
Common Cause Handbook, show, 

In both action and thought, people are affected by a wide range of influences. 
Past experience, cultural and social norms, and the money at our disposal 
are some of the most important. Connected to all of these, to some extent, 
are our values – which represent a strong guiding force, shaping our attitudes 
and behaviour over the course of our lives. 

In seeking to communicate and lead others to change, understanding and 
speaking to this “set of values” is of critical significance. Decades of research  
and hundreds of cross cultural studies3, have identified a set of human values  
that occur consistently across cultures. As we seek to communicate with and lead 
others to change, we need to understand those shared underlying values that 
motivate us to take action for the social good. Above and beyond naming facts  
and statistics, humans are motivated by a particular set of underlying values. 

Values – the specifics
What the research on values teaches us is that in seeking to bring others onboard 
with our efforts for change, we must understand the values and motivations that 
underpin different sections of our audiences and seek to address them with 
communication and language that motivates and inspires them. 

This significant research on values identified 10 distinct groups of values, each 
having both neighbouring and opposite values. Two of these groupings – intrinsic 
and extrinsic – are particularly important, and have been found to recur across 
cultures. Extrinsic values  (wealth, power, prestige, authority, etc) are centred on 
external approval and rewards, whereas intrinsic values (social justice, creativity, 
self-acceptance, concern for others, affiliation with family and friends, etc) are 
based on more inherently rewarding qualities. 

In today’s Australia, it is common to see people segmented into distinct groups (left, 
right, conservative, progressive) yet the evidence suggests that people are more 
complex and fluid than these caricatures suggest. Instead people hold all the different 
values, but place more importance on some than others. Our task, in seeking a just 
and compassionate world, is to both identify the range of values associated with the 
changes we are seeking and to communicate to our audiences accordingly. 

Above and beyond 
naming facts and 
statistics, humans 
are motivated by a 
particular set of 
underlying values

2 Schwartz, S. (2011). Studying Values: Personal Adventure, Future Directions. Journal of Cross-Cultural 
Psychology, 42(3), 307–19

3 http://www.commoncause.org.au/uploads/1/2/9/4/12943361/common_cause_handbook.pdf
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For example, one of the challenges we often face in promoting Australian aid 
is to challenge the assumption that people and the world are uncaring. As polls 
consistently show, around 50% of the population think aid should be increased 
to help people living in the poorest parts of the world. When it comes to issues 
of environmental sustainability, 89% of Australians are concerned that pollution 
and how we overuse our rivers, forests and oceans are threatening the health of 
people, cities and wildlife. While most Australians think that inequality is wrong and 
the rich and big corporates should pay a fairer share of taxes. 

What the research on values reveals is that communicating compassionate values 
further encourages people to care and act. Global (and Australian) surveys show 
that most people value compassionate values more than selfish values (74%). 
But the perception of others is the reverse (77% think others value selfish values 
more). Our challenge is to use language that motivates compassionate values, 
such as caring about other people. Challenge selfish values such as wealth, status, 
authority and the assumption that the world is uncaring.
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What about the people who disagree with us?
Anat Shenker-Osorio4 argues that we should develop a message that inspires, 
energises or motivates our base, persuades the centre, and alienates the 
opposition. She suggests that if you try to craft a message that appeals to all 
at once, you will create a bland and uninspiring message. You will stand for 
nothing. We are preaching to the choir, because we need our choir to sing to the 
congregation. Our “opposition” are people who are passionately anti-aid or against 
doing anything to help people in other countries, and they will never share our 
views. When our message doesn’t alienate the opposition, we are probably not 
using values or frames that will persuade people of our worldview. A majority of 
people support our view – we don’t need to convince them, we need to articulate 
a path to action that is credible and motivating. Our task is not to say what is 
popular. Our task is to make popular what needs to be said.

4 Anat Shenker-Osorio (2012) Don’t Buy it, Public Affairs
5 Marshall Ganz (2007) Telling Your Public Story: Self, Us, Now, Kennedy School of Government

The power of the personal
Stories not only teach us how to act – they inspire us to act. Stories 
communicate our values through the language of the heart, our emotions.  
And it is what we feel – our hopes, our cares, our obligations – not simply 
what we know that can inspire us with the courage to act5.

Marshall Ganz’ testimony of the importance of story in bringing about social  
change speaks to the heart of TEAR’s work in amplifying the stories and struggles 
of communities around the world. Like many others, Ganz highlights the importance 
of telling the wider “story” of injustice through your own story: of how you came to 
be the person you are and why this issue matters to you. Ganz writes that,

“By telling our personal stories of challenges we have faced, choices we 
have made, and what we learned from the outcomes we can inspire others 
and share our own wisdom about how they can face their challenges as well. 
Because we can express our values through stories not as abstract principles, 
but as lived experience, they have the power to move others.”

  base 

  persuadable 

  opposition
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The challenges: messaging specifics

Poverty and the role of aid

If anyone has material possessions and sees a brother or sister 
in need but has no pity on them, how can the love of God be in 
that person? Dear children, let us not love with words or speech 
but with actions and in truth (1 John 3:17).

When we speak about poverty we want to reflect God’s character of compassion, 
grace and justice. We invite Christians to mirror God’s heart of compassion in 
responding to those in need, near and far. We also want to draw upon God’s cry of 
justice, planted at the centre of the biblical text and made so profound in passages 
such as Isaiah 10:1-3;

Woe to those who make unjust laws, to those who issue 
oppressive decrees, to deprive the poor of their rights and 
withhold justice from the oppressed of my people, making 
widows their prey and robbing the fatherless. What will you do 
on the day of reckoning, when disaster comes from afar? To 
whom will you run for help? Where will you leave your riches?

The way we speak about poverty influences how we understand its causes, the 
solutions and who is responsible. We want to avoid implying that poverty is natural 
or self-inflicted (for example saying that education is the solution to poverty) and 
instead tell stories of exploitation, injustice and barriers to opportunity. When we 
speak about poverty as the result of choices made by people with power, rather 
than as a natural or inevitable condition, we avoid unfair assumptions about where 
responsibility lies and what needs to happen to bring about change. 

Australian aid is one way that Australia can be a good global citizen helping to 
tackle poverty. We want to frame aid as the moral thing to do and point out that 
the majority of Australians think providing aid is the “right thing” for us to do. On 
the flipside, we want to avoid the self-interest arguments for aid, eg. Aid is good 
because it brings an economic benefit for Australia. People view this as selfish and 
such arguments reduce support for aid.  

When we speak about the effectiveness of aid, we want to emphasise the role of 
trusted international aid organisations like TEAR, working in partnership with local 
people and contributing aid where it is needed most and will have the biggest 
impact. We then back this up with concrete stories of action and success.

we’re for
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For example, we contribute tools, training programs and ongoing support to 
people such as Punya Prassad (pictured above, centre) who lives in the Nuwakot 
Valley in Nepal. Punya has been connected with TEAR’s local partner Share and 
Care Nepal. Punya has grasped the opportunities presented to him in undertaking 
small industry training, sustainable farming training, as well as learning about his 
rights to government support as a man living with a disability. This has made an 
enormous difference to the lives of Punya and his family resulting in tangible health 
benefits and a growth in their household income. In addition, Punya has gone on to 
share this knowledge in the district, becoming a leader for change in the areas of 
disability access and sustainable farming. We empower communities to build better 
lives for themselves. 

Domestic vs global need – we can do both

Don’t dismiss concerns about Australian poverty/homelessness, acknowledge it, 
say we can do both, and pivot to the common culprit (human greed, inequality, 
driven by unfair systems, government inaction and the rich/big corporations not 
paying their fair share of tax in Australia or in developing countries).

While our base and those in the persuadable centre accept the idea that Australia 
should “look after our own first” they don’t see this as in any way taking away from 
the need for aid and don’t buy into the idea that we cannot do both at once. 
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Environment and the work of renewal

We celebrate and sing with the Psalmist acknowledging that ‘“the Earth is the 
Lord’s and all that is in it” (Psalm 24:1). Yet we are increasingly aware of the damage 
and abuse rendered upon God’s creation by humanity and the prevailing systems 
of our world. We therefore seek an economy that works with, rather than against, 
the creation that God has given us. We believe that the abundance of the earth 
belongs to all of us, and ultimately to God. And that comes with responsibilities to 
steward it carefully and also to share the proceeds of that natural wealth fairly, just 
as jubilees reset land ownership on an equal per capita basis.

Renew Our World – response message

Our generation has a choice that no other generation will get – if we choose 
to care for our neighbour and for creation; everyone, everywhere will have the 
chance to live well. But if we don’t, we’ll push more people into poverty, and our 
world into disrepair. 

So we choose to bring God’s kingdom closer. In our daily lives, in our prayers, and 
in speaking out to people in power, we will renew the way the world works so no 
one is oppressed by poverty. We will renew creation so it can continue to provide 
for us all, and we will renew the hope of each person that they too can have 
enough. Together, we will love our God and all our neighbours. Are you in?

In this campaign, the intrinsic value set coincides strongly with the value set 
defined by biblical principles, through God’s grace, and love for all creation.
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Tone

The key elements (adjectives) to use in communicating about environmental  
issues are: 

• Direct. We will call out policies and leaders that put people in harm’s way or 
neglect to follow through on their promises. Key   question:   Does   this   text   have   
something   to   say? 

• Credible. We can ensure that we are building credibility as well as sentiment.  
Key question:   Are   we   sure   this   is   true? 

• Simple use. In spreading our message, we need to ensure that we use simple 
language, without complicated phrasing, or niche puns. Key   question:   Is   this   text   
understandable   for   our audience? 

• Inviting. We bring people on a journey, showing them that they can be part of 
something much bigger than themselves. Key   question:   Does   this   text   bring   you   
in,   or   push   you   away? 

• Real. We share this planet – we can touch and feel change. The campaign must 
ground its calls to action. Key   question:   Is   this   text   grounded   in reality?
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Inequality

Fuelled by the Holy Spirit, we believe in a world where all are created equal in 
God’s image and where the provision of wealth and resources ensures “enough 
for all”. Despite 20 years of significant progress in reducing poverty, improvements 
have bypassed many people and the gap between those at the bottom of the 
economic ladder and those who are scaling the ladder, is increasing. Growing 
inequality is one of the major megatrends now facing the global community6. 

When we consider inequality, we think primarily of the differences between 
our countries. In general, the level of inequality between countries is actually 
decreasing. Low-income countries are closing the gap to those nations with higher 
incomes. This should be a great encouragement to us to keep working and ensure 
that people around the world can continue to improve their well-being and be able 
to experience the benefits of development. The picture changes when we look at 
how the benefits and the wealth are shared. A close look at this picture reveals two 
key things:

 1. Inequality within countries is growing. 
 2. Inequality between the wealthiest few and the poorest many is rapidly growing. 

The reasons for this injustice are complex. Barriers to equality include conflict, poor 
governance and policies that favour the powerful, distribution of power, geography, 
access to resources and of course the flawed global economic system. Yet we are 
reminded that we follow a God who tells us not to “be conformed to this world, 
but be transformed by the renewing of your mind” (Romans 12:2). So when we see 
inequality and injustice we are reminded that things aren’t yet as they should be. 

6 https://theguardian.com/global-development-professionals -network/2015feb/26/tomorrows-world-
development-megatrends-challenging-ngos
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Dos and Don’ts

The nine most important communications points for 
building public and political support for our work

1. Stand up for what we believe. Forcefully and confidently use our own 
language (frames, metaphors, words), values (intrinsic, not extrinsic), 
and arguments. We don’t use the language, values or arguments of our 
opponents or say things we don’t mean because we think that’s what 
others want to hear. Speak our truth and trust that others will hear it.

2. Confidently appeal to people’s good side. Say why you personally 
care about global poverty, inequality, climate change – those very same 
things motivate a majority of Australians too!

3. Tell the creation story of poverty. Explain the causes of poverty that 
exist externally to people living in poverty. We believe poverty to be 
a byproduct of humanity’s disconnection from God, the Earth and one 
another. Poverty is not natural or inevitable – it is the result of people with 
power making choices that harm others. If we don’t explain the external 
causes, we allow audiences to assume that people are responsible for 
their own poverty.

4. Reinforce that aid recipients are actively using aid to improve their 
own lives. And let them tell their own story – they have power and 
autonomy. We are not the hero. If change happens, we are in the 
supporting role, they are the main actor.

5. Don’t be passive: name the culprits. If it just happened then it feels 
hopeless, but if someone did it then someone can undo it. “Corporations 
don’t pay their fair share of taxes.” “Politician X cut aid to people in the 
poorest parts of the world.”

6. Be authentic in our communications and tell emotionally compelling 
stories. Don’t “other” i.e “people over there” as it destroys empathy, 
instead highlight attributes that we all share. Tell stories of partnership 
and how we’re working together.

7. Focus on outcomes, not process. Aid is one mechanism that helps us 
to achieve the kind of world we’d like to see – outcomes are things 
like fewer children dying, more full bellies, everyone being treated with 
dignity, and less pollution.

8. Facts and figures don’t change hearts or minds. Tell a story and, where 
appropriate, use statistics and science to support it. Don’t assume facts 
in isolation will convince anyone.

9. Don’t “myth-bust”, it simply strengthens and reinforces  
that myth. Similarly, don’t use the frame of your opponents, and don’t 
criticise the frame of your opponent – you will reinforce that frame.
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How to respond to typical challenges

Objection: Charity starts at home

The “charity starts at home” message doesn’t reflect Christian teaching. 
Throughout the bible, the “us first” understanding of who God’s provision is for is 
continually challenged and widened. Jesus’ response to the question of “Who is 
my neighbour” through the telling of the Parable of the Good Samaritan reinforces 
this redefinition of who “charity” is for. It is for our “neighbours”, near and far!  

We like to think Australians believe in a fair go, no matter where you are born. We 
can take care of issues at home and contribute to the global community. Last year 
our Aid efforts got over one million children into school. That’s something we can 
be proud of.

Objection: We can’t afford it

Australia is one of the richest countries in the world, yet our Aid level is at the 
lowest level since records began. As a country that believes in a fair go, we can  
do better than balancing our books on the backs of the world’s poorest.

Last year Australian Aid vaccinated more than two million children from life 
threatening diseases.
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Objection: There will always be poor/poverty

In just the last 20 years, the number of people living in extreme poverty has 
halved. Australian Aid has played a part in that story by supporting people in poor 
communities to access basic human rights such as education and healthcare. For 
example, last year Australian Aid helped one million children gain access to school.

Objection: Aid, it just goes to corrupt governments

In 2013, less than 3 cents in every $100 of Australian Aid was lost to fraud. Aussies 
don’t want to see money wasted on corruption, but we do want to create a fairer 
world and Australian Aid makes a big impact. Last year, our Aid efforts got over one 
million children into school.

Objection: I care about Aid, but isn’t homeless people on the street 
[or insert other domestic issue] here a bigger problem/priority?

Homelessness and other domestic problems concern me too. At the same time, 
we believe Australia is wealthy enough to support poor Australians and do our part 
to support people in poor communities as they work hard to build a fairer future. 
Tackling poverty globally doesn’t need to come at the expense of tackling poverty 
here in Australia, we’ve always been able to do both. The biggest barrier is the 
super-rich and big corporations who are cheating tax systems here in Australia 
and overseas – making inequality worse,  while shirking their responsibility to help 
tackle poverty and climate change. Last year alone, Australian Aid vaccinated more 
than two million children from life threatening diseases. That’s something we can 
be proud about.

Objection: Aid leads to dependency

Good aid supports people in poor communities to become self sufficient as they 
break down the barriers of poverty. To give one example, education is one of the 
most powerful tools we have and last year alone, Australian Aid got more than one 
million children into school.

Objection: We should not borrow money from overseas to  
give overseas

Our Government, like all governments around the world, borrows to fund all 
government programs and pay salaries – not just for our Aid program. Borrowing 
to fund government spending is a normal part of budgeting. It doesn’t make 
sense to single out just one thing the Government spends on – like Australia’s Aid 
program – and say that it should not be funded the same way as all other things 
the Governments spends on.  

Moreover, Australia has one of the lowest debt levels in the world. And we as 
Australians still give to charity even if we have a mortgage or student debt – so 
using Australia’s debt as an excuse does not really make sense. This is especially 
true because Australia’s Aid program is only about 1 percent of Government 
spending and does not make a real dent in Australia’s debt – which is really small 
to begin with.
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CONTACT
advocacy@tear.org.au 
1800 244 986 
tear.org.au

Resources and references for further reading

Common Cause Handbook

http://www.commoncause.org.au/uploads/1/2/9/4/12943361/common_cause_
handbook.pdf

Examples

As it is in Heaven. See the impact Australia’s Aid program has had on the lives of 
Prep Tee, her family and community by watching TEAR’s As it is in Heaven video: 
https://www.fortomorrow.org.au/getinvolved/speak

A formidable thing – Women’s Groups in Mazaar. Read about the impact TEAR’s 
partner is having in Afghanistan through the introduction of Women’s Self Help 
Groups: https://www.fortomorrow.org.au/stories/story/a-formidable-thing-womens-
groups-in-mazar


